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Our cloud-based management platform brings greater visibility, pricing,
collaboration, and actionable data to every shipment.

With the ever-changing demands of this industry, you have to have the right
tool to keep pace. Different segments of your team need different data sets,
and various departments require recurring reports that can be difficult and
too time-consuming to utilize effectively. 

Every aspect of your business can be optimized with our custom views and
automated reporting, offering previously unforeseen insight and unique
operational data.

Get Better Insight on Your Supply Chain with
Shippabo

For importers that want efficient
freight forwarding, predictable costs,
and real-time visibility on shipments

In the Shippabo platform, users are able to set up custom views that provide
a streamlined look of all their shipments’ lifecycle. Custom views are the
perfect way to optimize and gain crucial visibility of your supply chain.

On the next page, there is a list of potential custom views you could employ
right away that would be helpful to optimize your supply chain:

Custom Views
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Don’t wait for peak season to sneak up on you. Connect with our
team today for a free assessment on how you can turn your
supply chain into an operations powerhouse. 

Shipments booked in the previous week
Checking to see if the last free day is posted on their containers
Shipments that have deliveries scheduled or were recently delivered in
the last day or week, for example
Documents that are still needed for shipments, such as commercial
documents or telex release, so you can take action accordingly & avoid
delays with release upon arrival
List of shipments arriving in a specific time frame, for example,
shipments arriving in the next week
A statement report to see what invoices they have due in the next week,
month, etc.
A product report from the products database tab to see what products
are arriving soon or transiting now
A report showing your freight quoted vs. freight invoiced to ensure that
all is in order for your finance team
List of shipments with entry status to ensure your customs filings are
happening timely
List of shipments with ISF status to ensure no late filings
List of shipments quotes that will expire soon to ensure you are not
leaving a quote unapproved without feedback
Shipments that have pick up numbers assigned (info that the trucker
would need to know urgently)
Customs amount invoiced resulting in visibility into your duties charges
once they are invoiced

Invite your team to use the Shippabo platform with you.
Use filters to curate specific shipments and create as many reports as
you need.
Set up scheduled reports to share with members on the platform and
those that are not on the platform.
Schedule reports to automatically send to pre-selected team members
so everyone gets only the information they want to see.
Use frequency settings to make sure your reports land in the right
inboxes at the right time.

No more confusion and keeping track of shared spreadsheets; now, those
periodic reports (financial, sales, purchasing, operations, and more) can be
automated! That’s one less thing on everyone’s to-do list. 

Automated Reports
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